
Product Name

Model Number

Short Description

Long Description

EAN

Colour

Construction/Finish

Net Product Dimensions L x W x H (mm)

Net Weight (kg)

Gross Weight (kg)

Warranty Duration (Months)

Warranty Type

Heat Settings 5

Auto Off Yes - After 3H

Machine Washable Yes

Wattage 110w

Cord Length (mm) 2300 mm

Key Feature 4

Key Feature 5

Key Feature 6

HPM5000 Sunbeam Heating Pad Multipurpose - Standard size

9313139333750

Key Feature 1

Key Feature 2

Key Feature 3

Enjoy the soft fabric on your skin as you soothe your muscles. Made with easy-to-clean polyester, the heating pad is easy to wash. Simply 
detach controller and place in washing machine.  

Apply gentle heat and relieve tension from sore muscles where you need it – particularly on common sore spots such as the shoulders, back, 
neck, arms and legs. 

CONSISTENT HEAT WITH INTELLISENSE TECHNOLOGY

Keeps heat pad temperature consistent and prevents overheating so you can relax and be comfortable  

STAYS IN PLACE:

 Designed with a convenient fabric sleeve to help keep the heating pad in place when being used for arm or leg muscles 

SAFETY AUTO-OFF

Grey

Soft Polyester

5 HEAT SETTINGS, FAST HEAT-UP

A compact design heating pad that delivers fast, soothing heat to be used in your shoulders, back, neck, arms and legs. Featuring an easy-to-
use controller, customise treatment with 5 different heat settings and 3-hour auto off.

Apply gentle warmth while you relax and ease muscle tension right where you need it. The Sunbeam electric heating pad helps provide direct, 
calming heat anywhere on your shoulders, back, neck, arms, and legs.  This multipurpose heating pad combines the benefits of soothing heat 
and the comfort of soft fabric. Get your preferred intensity from 5 heat settings with fast heat-up and consistent temperature, so you can put 
your feet up as you rest and recover.  

Sunbeam Heating Pad Multipurpose - Standard size

HPM5000

24

Replacement

FOCUSED HEAT, MULTIPURPOSE USE

350 x 400

0.5 kg

0.6 kg

The heating pad automatically shuts off after 3 hours for your safety and peace of mind.  

 Using the easy-to-use digital controller, select preferred heat level and get heat-up in just 90 seconds.

COSY FABRIC, MACHINE-WASHABLE DESIGN


